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An Efficient Image Rectification Method
for Parallel Multi-Camera Arrangement
Yun-Suk Kang and Yo-Sung Ho, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract — In this paper, we present an image rectification
method for the multi-view image captured by a parallel multicamera arrangement. Since most multi-camera arrangements
are manually adjusted, there exist misalignments with the
camera positions and orientations. These misalignments cause
geometric errors that can be a serious obstruction to threedimensional (3D) image processing and applications.
Moreover, different internal characteristics of cameras
increase geometric errors. In order to minimize those
geometric errors, we design an ideal multi-camera
arrangement and then calculate the multi-view image
rectifying transform (MIRT). Experimental results show that
the proposed method reduces geometric errors efficiently
without any visual distortion, and generates the rectified
multi-view image in very short processing time1.
Index Terms — Image rectification, multi-view image, multicamera arrangement, 3DTV.

I. INTRODUCTION
A multi-view image is a collection of images of the same
scene captured by more than two cameras. We can experience
three-dimensional (3D) and immersive feelings by the images
captured from multiple viewpoints. In addition, after
estimating depth information from the multi-view image, we
can reconstruct virtual view images at novel viewpoints.
Hence, the multi-view image can be widely used for free
viewpoint TV (FTV) and 3DTV [1]. In recent years, ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC29/WG11 moving picture experts group (MPEG) has
been interested in the generation and representation of 3D
video related to FTV and 3DTV activities [2], [3].
However, it is difficult to handle the multi-view image
since it is captured by multiple cameras which are manually
allocated. These manually located cameras can cause
geometric errors that means camera misalignments
represented as the corresponding pixel mismatches in the
vertical direction and the different horizontal displacements
among the multiple images. Also, the non-uniform internal
characteristics of the cameras, such as the focal lengths and
principal points, increase geometric errors. These geometric
errors make the correspondence matching such as depth
estimation difficult. Moreover, we cannot expect a natural 3D
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view in the 3D application based on the multi-view image
which has geometric errors, because geometric errors decrease
the visual quality. Thus, it is essential to minimize geometric
errors in the multi-view image.
One of the image processing techniques to reduce
geometric errors is image rectification that has been studied
for long time in computer vision field [4]. Image rectification
is the transform of the original multiple images to obtain
rectified images which satisfy the conditions of an ideal
camera configuration. In this ideal camera configuration, all
the cameras have the same internal characteristics, regular
orientations, and the same distance to the adjacent camera
only along the horizontal direction. Also, the rectified images
have the parallel epipolar lines on the coplanar image planes.
The early versions of image rectification are for stereo or
trinocular camera setups [4]. Especially for stereo image pairs,
there have been many rectification algorithms. In general,
these rectification algorithms can be categorized into two
types; non-calibrated [4], [5] and calibrated cases [6], [7].
Non-calibrated rectification does not need the camera
parameters but requires image features. Then, the transform
for rectification is calculated by the image features. However,
for the calibrated came, image rectification and transform
calculation are performed based on the camera parameters.
Both cases are actively utilized as a preprocessing step in
some stereoscopic 3D video systems and applications [8], [9],
since image rectification not only enables the correspondence
matching fast and accurate [6] but also increases the visual
quality of the images as 3D contents.
As the number of required cameras is increased for
capturing more realistic 3D scene, image rectification has
been also developed to handle the multi-view image. For the
multi-view image, most of rectification algorithms are belong
to the calibrated case since the camera parameters are very
useful information for multi-view 3D systems [12] – [18].
Using the camera parameters also provides the simplicity for
algorithm development. However, there are some algorithms
for non-calibrated multi-view image rectification [19], [20].
In this paper, we propose an efficient method to rectify the
multi-view image captured by a one-dimensional (1D) parallel
multi-camera arrangement. After obtaining the camera
parameters of the captured multi-view image by camera
calibration [10], we design an ideal multi-camera arrangement.
The multi-view image rectifying transform (MIRT) is then
calculated as the homography between the original and
designed multi-camera arrangements. By applying the MIRT
to the original multi-view image, we obtain the rectified
images. The contribution of this work is that we choose the
most appropriate one of the original camera coordinate
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systems for the basis axes of the ideal multi-camera
arrangement. We also calculate the MIRT that minimizes the
difference between the original and ideal multi-camera
arrangements. Therefore, the output images have few pixels of
vertical mismatches and uniform horizontal disparities without
visual distortion such as image slanting. Therefore, it can be
effectively used for practical 3D applications.
The remaining parts of this paper are as follows. We
introduce the characteristics of the multi-camera arrangement
and then briefly review some previous works in Section II.
After explaining the proposed method in Section III, we show
the experimental results in Section IV. We then conclude this
paper in Section V.
II. MULTI-CAMERA ARRANGEMENTS AND MULTI-VIEW
IMAGE RECTIFICATION
The multi-camera arrangement means a setup of multiple
cameras to capture the multi-view image. The operation and
features of each camera in the multi-camera arrangement are
shown in Fig. 1. There are a point M and an object around M
in the 3D space, and they are projected to multiple image
points mn and 2D images around mn on every image plane,
respectively. Each camera is located on its camera center Cn
and has its own coordinate system as the horizontal, vertical,
and optical axes. The cameras also have the internal
characteristics such as the focal lengths and principal points.
These operation and features of the cameras are modeled by
the pinhole camera model and represented by the camera
projection matrix Pn as





m n  Pn M  K n R n | t n M

(1)

where n means the n-th camera in the multi-camera
arrangement. K, R, and t indicate the intrinsic matrix, rotation
matrix, and translation vector, respectively. The components
of K mean the camera’s internal characteristics. R and t are
called the extrinsic parameters. R specifies the camera
coordinate system and t is related to the camera’s position in
the world coordinate system.
X 
M   Y 
 Z 

M. Tanimoto et al. also used the line obtained by principal
component analysis (PCA) with the camera centers and
acquired the rectified images parallel to this line [13]. I.
Feldmann et al. developed a multi-view image rectification
algorithm that defines a new world coordinate system that has
its horizontal axis as the direction of the line which minimizes
the sum of distances from the camera centers. The rectified
multi-view image is obtained based on the calculated
horizontal axis [14]. E. Ekmekcioglu et al. directly extended
the stereo rectification algorithm [7] to the multi-view. They
choose two cameras at both ends to generate the line through
these two camera centers. The multi-view images are then
rectified along this line [15]. These methods were proposed
for multi-view test sequences in MPEG 3D video research.
Moreover, D. Kim et al. calculated an ideal camera
arrangement using the minimization of global re-projection
error between the inter-view corresponding points. Then, they
obtained the rectified images by applying the homography
matrix [16]. F. Boutarel et al. obtained the horizontal axis by
the least square method of all the camera centers and averaged
the original optical axes to generate the common optical axes
[17]. In our previous work [18], we repeatedly connected each
midpoint from the original camera centers to calculate the line
as the common horizontal axis for rectified multi-view image.
III. PROPOSED MULTI-VIEW IMAGE RECTIFICATION
METHOD
In this Section, we explain the proposed image rectification
method for the parallel multi-camera arrangement. The
purpose of the proposed method is to reduce geometric errors
and obtain the rectified multi-view image. In other words, the
rectified images have the characteristics of the images from
the ideal multi-camera arrangement. Based on the camera
parameters, we firstly design the ideal multi-camera
arrangements. Then, we calculate the MIRT as the
homography of each camera between the original and
designed camera arrangement. By applying the MIRT, we
obtain the rectified multi-view image.
The main difference between the previous methods and the
proposed method are as follows.
1. The proposed method does not employ any fitting or
averaging but chooses the most appropriate one of the original
camera coordinates for generating the common camera
coordinate system for the ideal multi-camera arrangement.
2. The proposed method minimizes the geometric difference
between the original and ideal multi-camera arrangements.

World Coordinate
System

Camera N
Camera 1
Camera 2

Fig. 1. Operation and features of multi-camera arrangement.

There have been some multi-view image rectification
algorithms in this calibrated multi-camera arrangement. W.
Matusic et al. proposed the transform so that the multi-view
image becomes parallel to a line that makes the sum of
distances from the camera centers to this line minimum [12].

In some previous methods, there is an opportunity that the
output images have visual distortion such as an image slant.
Figure 2 shows the rectified multi-view image which is
slanted. These images are rectified based on the line which
minimizes the sum of absolute differences from each camera
centers. Since most previous works are based on the fitting or
averaging, the unexpected basis axes can occur in the rectified
multi-view image geometry. In this case, although geometric
errors are reduced, the visual quality of the rectified multiview image is very low as auto-stereoscopic input.
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However, the practical parallel multi-camera arrangement
does not satisfy the ideal conditions. As shown in Fig. 5, all
the cameras have different distances to the adjacent ones,
different internal characteristics, and uneven orientations.
Fig. 2. Slanted multi-view image after image rectification.
Multi-view
Image
Capturing

…
Camera
Calibration

Camera
Calibration

P1

P2

Camera
Calibration

P3

…
…

Camera 3
Camera
Calibration

Camera 1
Original
Projection
Matrices

PN

Design Ideal
Multi-Camera
Arrangement

Basis Axes Calculation (Common Rotation Matrix)



Multi-view Image
Rectifying
Transform (MIRT):
T1, T2, T3, … , TN

Camera Position Calculation (New Camera Centers)

Internal Parameter Calculation (Common Intrinsic Matrix)

Pideal,1

Pideal,2

Camera N

Pideal,3 … Pideal,N

Ideal
Projection
Matrices

…

Rectified
Multi-view
Image

Fig. 3. Procedure of the proposed method.

Therefore, we choose one of the original camera coordinate
systems. Figure 3 shows the procedure of the proposed
method. There are three main parts of the proposed method.
The first part is to estimate the camera parameters by camera
calibration [6]. In this part, we assume that the accuracy of the
estimated parameters is reliable. The next part is the design of
the ideal multi-camera arrangement based on the camera
parameters. The last part is to calculate the MIRT for each
camera and to apply it to the original images. We then obtain
the rectified multi-view image.
A. Properties of Parallel Multi-camera Arrangement
In the ideal parallel multi-camera arrangement, all the
cameras are linearly allocated on a line in 3D space. They are
also equally oriented and have the same distance to the
adjacent cameras. The common direction of all the optical
axes is perpendicular to the line that passes all the camera
centers. Figure 4 shows these properties.

Camera N
Camera 3
Camera 2
Camera 1
Fig. 4. Ideal parallel multi-camera arrangement.

Camera 2

Fig. 5. Practical parallel multi-camera arrangement.

Therefore, the multi-view image captured by such a
practical multi-camera arrangement has geometric errors.
There are several pixel differences in the vertical coordinates
among the corresponding points in each viewpoint. Moreover,
the disparities in the horizontal direction among the multiple
viewpoints are also different one another. Figure 6 shows the
multi-view image and its synthetic image captured by the
practical multi-camera arrangement. The synthetic image is
created by overlapping all the images and adjusting the
opacity of each image to observe the difference among the
images. We can easily notice that there is the large amount of
geometric errors in the multi-view image.

Fig. 6. Multi-view image and its synthetic image.

B. Design of Ideal Multi-camera Arrangement
In order to design the ideal multi-camera arrangement, we
propose the following three-step approach. In this approach,
the ideal geometric conditions are obtained by using the
original camera parameters.
Step 1: In the first step, we define the basis axes which are
used as the common camera coordinate system in the ideal
multi-camera arrangement. In other words, we calculate the
rotation matrix Rideal. As mentioned before, we do not use the
aforementioned fitting, averaging, or optimization in the
proposed method. Instead of these techniques, we choose one
camera coordinate system that represents the camera
arrangement well and consider it as the basis axes.
We assume that all the vector notations stand for unit
vectors. Let us denote the horizontal, vertical, and optical axes

of n-th camera coordinate system as x n , y n , and z n , where
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n=1, 2, … N. In the case of x n , we calculate the average

direction x avg and their standard deviation σ x . The standard

Cideal,r= Cr. Using this reference point, we calculate the new
camera center of k-th camera as
Cideal, n  Cideal, r  d ( r  n) x ideal

(4)

deviation is composed of three components; σ xx , σ xy , and

(n=1, 2, … , N, where n  r)

σ xz . We then exclude x n which is outside the region

Before that, the number r for the reference point is
calculated as (5) using (4). For every m =1, 2, … , N,

bounded by 2 σ x based on x avg , as shown in Fig. 7. After


that, we calculate x avg which is the average of the survived
x n , so that we can avoid the effect of the outliers. In the cases


of y n and z n , we obtain y avg and z avg as the same

manner.
x1

m

(5)

x3

(6)

Step 3: At the third step, we determine the common intrinsic
matrix Kideal for the ideal multi-camera arrangement. We
estimate the focal length fideal and principal point pideal=(pideal,x,
pideal,y)T which are the main components of Kideal. As the
previous step, we seek to minimize the sum of variation from
the original values to the new value. Therefore, fideal and pideal
are calculated as (7) and (8), respectively.

xn
and

Cideal, n  C m

n 1
( n  m)

t ideal, n  R ideal Cideal, n

x3

x2



Thus, we have the new camera centers Cideal,n which not
only satisfy the ideal condition but also minimize the sum of
distances from the original camera centers. Using these
camera centers, the translation vectors for n-th camera of the
ideal multi-camera arrangement are defined as

x2

x avg

Fig. 7. Excluding outliers:

N

r  argmin

are survived.

N

f ideal  argmin

Finally, we determine the basis axes x ideal , y ideal , and
z ideal as the k-th camera coordinate system, where the
number k is determined as (2). For every n,
k  argmin




 x n  x ideal  y n  y ideal  z n  z ideal








(2)

Therefore, the common rotation matrix Rideal, which is
composed of those basis axes, is defined as

R ideal

xk, y
y k, y
z k, y

xk, z 

y k, z 
z k, z 

(3)

Step 2: After determining the basis axes of the common
coordinate system, we find the camera centers for the ideal
multi-camera arrangement. These camera centers should be
co-linear with the same distance d to the adjacent cameras.
Let us denote the new camera center of the n-th camera as
Cideal,n. We firstly choose one of Cideal,n for n=r, where
1  r  N. This Cideal,r is defined as the reference point, where

n

 f

(7)

n 1

 pideal, x 
p ideal  

 pideal, y 

  p
N

n

T
 T

 x ideal   x k   xk , x
T
 T 

 y ideal   y k    y k , x
T
 T  z

 z ideal   z k   k , x

 


f

f

 argmin

( p x , p y )T n 1

n, x



 p x   p n, y  p y
2



(8)

2

For calculating (7) and (8), ranges for fideal and pideal are
bounded by their original values’ minimum and maximum.
We then obtain the common intrinsic matrix Kideal as (9). Note
that the focal length has its values in two directions as fideal,x
and fideal,y. We set the skew parameter s as zero.

K ideal

 f ideal, x

 0
 0


s
f ideal, y
0

pideal, x 

pideal, y 
1 

(9)

Using (3), (6), and (9), we finally obtain the n-th camera’s
projection matrix of the ideal multi-camera arrangement as
(10). The multi-camera arrangement represented by (10)
satisfies the ideal geometric conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.



Pideal, n  K ideal R ideal t ideal, n



(10)
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C. Multi-view Image Rectifying Transform (MIRT)
The rectified multi-view image is acquired by applying the
MIRT to each viewpoint image in the original multi-camera
arrangement. Figure 8 shows two multi-camera arrangements.
One is the original camera arrangement and the other is the
camera arrangement composed of the cameras that have their
projection matrices as (10). Since the epipolar geometry exists
in each viewpoint, there is a point-to-point mapping called 2D
homography H from the original image plane to the ideal
image plane [7]. We employ this homography as the MIRT Tn
for n-th camera as (11), where Pn+ is the pseudo inverse
matrix of Pn.
Tn  H  , n  Pideal, n Pn



Camera N
Camera N’

Camera 3

m1’
Camera 2’

Camera 1
Camera 1’

Fig. 8. Homography
arrangements.

(a) “Train”

(b) “Drum”

(11)

m1

H  ,1
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Camera 3’

(c) Synthetic image for “Train”
(d) Synthetic image for “Drum”
Fig. 10. Captured multi-view images.

Camera 2

between

original

and

ideal

multi-camera

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test the proposed method, we set up two
parallel multi-camera arrangements. The first one is
composed of four cameras with 8cm distance. Using this
camera arrangement, we captured “Train” sequence. The
other is composed of nine cameras apart with 5.5cm distance.
“Drum” sequence was captured by the second camera
arrangement. The image resolution is 1024  768. The multicamera arrangement we used is shown in Fig. 9(a), and he
multi-view image sequences were captured in the indoor
studio shown in Fig. 9(b). The distances from the cameras to
the background of each scene were approximately 2.0m for
“Train” and 5.0m for “Drum”. Figure 10 shows the captured
multi-view images and their synthetic images. As shown in
Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d), we notice that there exist
geometric errors. There are vertical pixel mismatches and
non-uniform horizontal disparities between the neighboring
views.

By performing the proposed method, we obtained the
rectified multi-view images shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 11(b), we observed that the hole-regions are
generated at image boundaries by not only the movement and
rotation of each image plane, but also the relocation of each
camera center. However, there is no visual distortion in all the
output images. The proposed method also reduces the vertical
pixel mismatches and non-uniformity of the disparity in both
test sequences, as shown in Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d).

(a) Rectified “Train”

(b) Rectified “Drum”

(a) Multi-camera arrangement
(b) Indoor studio
Fig. 9. Capturing environment.

(c) Synthetic image for rectified “Train” (d) Synthetic image for rectified “Drum”

Fig. 11. Rectified multi-view images.
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In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
we measured the reduction of the number of mismatched pixels
in the vertical direction and also the regularization of irregular
disparities in the horizontal direction. Thus, we used two kinds of
check-patterned planar boards and extracted the coordinates of a
number of corner points, as shown in Fig. 12. Note that we
assumed that all the extracted points on the board have the same
or very similar depth values. We then measured the vertical
mismatches and horizontal disparities in the pixel unit between
the corresponding points of the adjacent view images.

TABLE I
TOTAL AVERAGE OF VERTICAL PIXEL MISMATCHES
Original
Rectified
Sequence
(Pixels)
(Pixels)
Train
7.17
0.68
Drum
5.84
0.23

Figure 14 shows the average disparity values of all the
extracted points between two adjacent views. Before applying
the MIRT to the original images, the disparity variation was
large. However, the proposed method provided almost
uniform disparities for both image sequences. These uniform
disparities and minimized vertical pixel mismatches represent
the characteristics of the ideal multi-camera arrangement.
140
Original

130

Rectified

Figure 13 shows average vertical pixel mismatches of all
the extracted points. We considered the first viewpoint as the
reference view, and we calculate the vertical coordinate
difference between the corresponding points for the other
viewpoints. As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed method
reduced the vertical mismatches for both sequences. The total
average values of the vertical pixel mismatch from all the
corner points are shown in Table I. These values also indicate
that the proposed method efficiently decreases the vertical
mismatches in the original images.
18

90
80
1~2

2~3
Viewpoints

3~4

(a) “Train”
70
60
50
40
Original

30

Rectified
20

Rectified

12

Pixels

100

Original

15

1~2

9

2~3

3~4

4~5 5~6
Viewpoints

6~7

7~8

8~9

(b) “Drum”
Fig. 14. Average disparity variations.

6
3
0
2

3
Viewpoints (compared to view 1)

4

(a) “Train”
15
Original

12
Pixels

110

Pixels

(a) 48 points from “Train”
(b) 196 points from “Train”
Fig. 12. Corner point extraction.

Pixels

120

Rectified

However, we need to evaluate the vertical pixel mismatches
and horizontal disparities at the other positions which have the
different depth values because the planar boards have the
same or very similar depth values, as shown in Fig. 12.
Therefore, we select eight feature points for each sequence,
which are marked as the red dots shown in Fig. 15. These
points are visible for all viewpoints and have the different
depth values one another.

9
6
3
0
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
Viewpoints (compared to view 1)

(b) “Drum”
Fig. 13. Average vertical pixel mismatches.

9

Fig. 15. Extraction of eight feature points.
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For these eight feature points, we also calculated the
average vertical pixel mismatches and disparity deviations.
The average vertical pixel mismatches were calculated as the
same method of the previous case. For each feature point, the
differences of vertical coordinates between the first viewpoint
and the other viewpoints were averaged. As shown in Fig. 16,
the proposed method reduced the vertical mismatches for all
the extracted points of both sequences. The pixel mismatches
are around or less than one pixel for almost points. The total
average of the vertical pixel mismatches for the eight feature
points are shown in Table II.
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4
5
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(b) “Drum”
Fig. 17. Average disparity deviation for feature points.

(a) “Train”
10
Original

Pixels

8

Rectified

6
4
2
0
1

2

3

4
5
Feature points

6

7

8

(b) “Drum”
Fig. 16. Average vertical pixel mismatch for feature points.
TABLE II
TOTAL AVERAGE OF VERTICAL PIXEL MISMATCHES
FOR FEATURE POINTS
Original
Rectified
Sequence
(Pixels)
(Pixels)
Train
6.46
1.13
Drum
5.96
0.86

In order to evaluate the disparity values at each feature
point, we used the disparity deviation. We firstly calculated
the disparity between two adjacent viewpoints and then
average them for each feature point. Then, the disparity
deviation is acquired as the absolute difference between the
each viewpoint’s disparity and the average disparity for each
feature point. Figure 17 shows the average disparity
deviations of two sequences. This disparity deviation means
the degree of disparity variation in the multiple viewpoints.
The results showed that the average disparity deviations were
decreased for all the feature points of both sequences. In other
words, the proposed method provided the uniform disparity
values in the rectified multi-view images.

We checked the processing time of the proposed method.
After scene capturing and camera calibration, the processing
time to calculate the MIRT is 0.069 seconds for four views
and 0.109 seconds for nine views. The required time for
applying MIRT to the original image and saving the result as
an image file was 0.024 seconds for one view. This results
show that the proposed method provides more than 40 frames
of the rectified images at each viewpoint per one second.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an efficient image rectification
method for a parallel multi-camera arrangement. The
proposed method designed an ideal multi-camera arrangement
and calculated the multi-view image rectifying transform
(MIRT). In order to avoid visual distortion, such as a slanting
image, we chose the most appropriate one of the original
camera coordinate systems as the basis axes for the ideal
multi-camera arrangement. By applying the MIRT to the
original images, we efficiently reduced geometric errors and
obtained rectified multi-view images without visual distortion.
Also, the proposed method performed in very short period of
processing time. We expect that the proposed method could
provide advantages of efficiency and accuracy in 3D image
processing and applications using the multi-view image as
well as a high quality of 3D sense.
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